
He was an eradicator of life. In his time he’d sent more souls to Jesus than Hitler himself. 
All with the pull of an iron trigger or the twist of a red metal knob. Be it death by thick engulfing 
gasses resulting in poisoned suffocation or by means of sprayed poisons seeping into their skin 
or splashing into their mouths they’d all died. He, Danny, joked about ending their little lives with 
such ease that he had a four hour job. Meaning that they’d only really worked four hours a day. 
The rest of the day was generally spent traveling or sloughing off. 

It needed to be said that he was Danny and not Dan. I’d called him Dan by accident on 
my first day working with the man and he’d fired back at me with a fury that Danny generally 
reserved for cursing our boss for sending us a few hours out of our normal work area. Meaning 
that we needed to work late driving at least an extra hour out and an extra hour in. During which 
times Danny, not Dan, would slam his fists on the steering wheel and curse about how unfair 
the world was. At least on the way out. After he’d sent a few thousand souls to heaven Danny 
was always better, happier. Not much made Danny happy but a true massacre sure perked him 
up. 

I hadn’t wanted this job but instead had this job thrust upon me. I was perfectly happy to 
sit on the porch sharing cigarettes with the neighbors and wasting the day away on Uncle Sam’s 
dime. Then she went and had another kid and with the Government cut backs we weren’t 
getting enough on welfare to feed both kids, ourselves, and Dill. Dill’s our Shepherd, great dog. 
Lets me know when Sarah gets home so I can act like I was busy all day working on something. 
So I took up with my cousins company and here I am in this rickety van, that's probably about 
the same twenty-four years of age that I am, squealing down the highway and letting loose a 
screeching bounce from the shocks with every bump. 

We were up to Newaygo. That little town about a half hour above Grand Rapids. Why 
anyone would want to live in the woods was beyond me. It’s the reason we were going there. If 
you live in nature, nature lives with you. We were headed to a house to clear out a bees nest. 
Not a nest on the outside of the home or in just in the yard but a nest inside the walls of the 
home. A nest that made the home unlivable. The job would take four men to do properly but my 
cousin being a cheap fuck sent two of us. We were pretty lucky. So much for the bonds of 
blood. 

Danny was calm because we weren’t going far. He didn’t talk much which was fine 
because he thought I was lazy at least twice today I expected to hear about it. That was really 
the only bad thing about working with Danny. No one was good enough to work with Danny. 
He’d been killing bugs and pests sense he was sixteen and now he was in his forties. His own 
pest control business had failed because he didn’t know how to advertise and so he fell back to 
being a grunt, which he didn’t seem to mind. 

We pulled into a small lot about a mile from everything at about nine am. There wasn’t 
much to see. Just a woodland of maples and pines with ferns above thin a  layer of grass with 
boss around the trees bases. The type of thing you expected in the Michigan woods. The house 
itself was around a curved drive which seemed unnecessarily long, a probable pain to shovel or 
plow in the winter. But it was a cute white house with scattered moss stains around the base of 
it. You could tell from looking at it that it couldn’t have more than one or two small rooms. The 
garage was attached and closed. All the windows were dark and covered in a bit of dirt. The 
breaks howled as we stopped in front of the home. A fair warning to our prey that we, their new 
devils, had arrived. 

I hopped out and started putting on my rubber coveralls, mesh mask included, and 
Danny made his way straight to the front door. I don’t know what he thought was going to 
happen but I know what did and my day was better for it. He knocked on the door of an empty 
house. Probably out of habit. Still, Danny should have known he’d excite the bees. We were told 



they’d housed their hive partially in the door frames. In those little gaps that are present 
between the door frame and the walls that molding generally covered. Danny’s girly screams as 
he ran away from the front door had made the drive worth it. He arrived back at the van batting 
away bees like a fool. 

I laughed at him and he told me to shut my mouth. Crankily he started putting on his 
coveralls, “I hate doing bee jobs,” he said. 

“I thought you liked them,” I replied because he’d told me he liked them the day before. 
“Only at the end. When you hear the buzzing stop. It’s like shutting off a radio,” Danny 

smiled, “Just dead air.” 
We lugged our tanks of grade A poison onto our backs. It was like carrying around my 

six year old all day. And the wife wondered why my back always hurt. Maybe one day it’ll be bad 
enough to get disability for it. I tapped the trigger of my spray gun, which was about 3 feet long. 
A good length with a slight bend at the end of it that made it easy to get the spray into the little 
nooks and crannies bugs prefer to live in. This whole task would have been a hell of a lot easier 
if the homeowners had sprung for a tent. Then we’d have just covered the house, started the 
system and left. In a place like this there were sure to be a few coon’s that’d come snooping 
about for human food and ended up dying in the tent too. But that wasn’t always a bad thing. It’d 
make life easier for the new homesteaders. A tent really was the best option. But nope. Were 
going into a house filled with bees. Because fuck it right? 

“Well get in there,” Danny told me, his voice muffled a bit my our rebreathers, he pulled 
up his boots and tucked his leggings into them, “I’ll be a minute,” he’d gotten a small sting on his 
cheek and it was swelling like a little pimple. 

“Go in without you?” I asked, not wanting to. It wasn’t that I was scared I just didn’t want 
to get stuck doing all the work and having to figure out where this nest was at. 

“Yes. Get on in. I’ll spray around the front. Get all the little ground hives the owners said 
they have. If it’s bad inside I’ll come in to help. It's a one story. Can’t take you too long.” 

So, reluctantly, I went up to take a look. I was always hesitant of bees. Thinking they’d 
get into my suit but after I watched a few pegged into my mesh mask and flittered away having 
done no harm I always felt better. There was something to be said for a creature willing to kill 
itself to do an ignorable amount of damage to an animal thousand of times its own size. Of 
course thousands of those little stings could kill. 

I opened the door, it wasn’t locked but it didn’t budge much more than an inch open 
before it snagged on something and stopped. I’d first thought to try around back but the front 
was the way we were instructed to enter. It was the only unlocked door and the owners wanted 
as little damage as possible done to the home. I think he should have burnt it down and gone to 
live somewhere else but that wasn’t my call. My feelings aside I needed to get inside. So I 
lowered my shoulder like I’d done as a linebacker in high school and gave the door a good hit. 
My tank jumped up my back and tanged against the door leaving a little dent. The door had 
opened a good four inches but I needed a bit more to get in. 

The bees had a hive that’d crossed the door frame and gone over the door itself. It was 
thin and broke off with bits of it hanging over the doors edge like a horizontal cliff face. Not how 
I’d like someone entering my home. But hell I was here to kill them anyways. They couldn’t be 
mad at me for too long. A quick kick and then another ram with my shoulder and I was inside. 

Holy shit I was inside. Inside of a honeycomb. The whole front wall of the house had 
become a hive. There were millions of them emerging from the wall. Little dots in a dark space 
pelting me. I could feel them swarming over my feet and legs. The thickness of the coveralls 
made it feel like I was being splashed with buckets of water as wave after wave of bees washed 
across me. It took a moment to gather myself before I was able to push back that nagging want 



to run from the bad things in life and actually face them. So I sprayed. First I sprayed above me, 
across the ceiling where there wasn’t any hive so that the poison would fall like a mist through 
the air and hopefully quell the swarm. 

It sorta worked. Killed a good half of them after a few minutes of spraying. Then I turned 
my focus to the wall and flicked on my flashlight. The sunlight wasn’t enough to really see inside 
the tiny home. I was in a duel dining slash living room that was empty. The walls were wood 
paneling from the seventies and the carpet was shag likely from the same era. They’d have to at 
least replace the shag. It was going to be ruined from the bees, other bugs, and all the poison I 
was spraying. 

I hit the walls and behind the door next. Then I looked around the room only able to hear 
buzzing. If you’ve ever had a fly land in your ear and scare you with that in your ear flapping 
sound. That’s all you could hear in the house. Just the busy buzzing of dying bees. I was 
worried I wasted half a tank on the living room. The kitchen had a sliding door and I could see 
Danny spraying around a hole in the back of the house, about the center of the back yard. 
Hopefully it was a separate hive. It had to be. This was already nuts. 

The bedroom came off the living room. It was so small it made my ten by ten room at 
home feel large. There was a stained mattress lying on the ground in there. Some transient had 
probably spent a summer or more probably a winter here. They couldn’t be living here now. 
There was a wad of bee’s hive in the corner. Almost the size of Dill, who weighed about a 
hundred pounds. That’d be a big hive alone but compared to the rest of this it was nothing. Each 
window was hived. The bees were probably in the walls too but it was too hard to tell. If I 
sprayed enough poison on the entry points it would kill all of them as they came and went from 
their home. 

After giving the bedroom and all its walls a good cover, especially the dog size structure 
in the corner, I moved to the kitchen. Opened all the cabinets and drawers and gave them a 
good lathering too. At this point i was becoming dull to the surprise of where they bees were 
hidden. I figured that thatye’d be in every drawer. They’d only missed one. What was quite 
surprising was that the bees were in the sink drain. This was odd but I suppose the bees 
probably thought of the drain pipe as a little hole. The buzzing somehow intensified as I sprayed 
down the drain. I liked to think that it was because I’d found the queen but I couldn’t be sure. 

When I went to leave the home, having done a good hour of spraying, I noticed that the 
wall in the living room that I’d first sprayed had a notable quantity of white dots on it. White dots 
that on close examination ended up being larva sliding out of the hive. Almost like the bees 
knew what was happening and were trying to push their babies out of the hive to save them. I’d 
have none of that. I gave them another good layer of spraying and worried that I was starting to 
enjoy becoming a god of death as Danny had become. Out the back door I could see him 
dancing from hole to hole gleefully spraying each hive. 

Exiting the home I found the buzzing following me but no bees. Danny met me at the van 
with a fat grin on his prickly chin, “Oh man you shoulda seen the way they flew outa that house! 
They were coming out of the walls! I had to run around the outside and give it a good coating of 
the spray after I hit all the ground hives! Man these things were dug in! I’ve never seen so many 
nests in one spot!” 

I hadn’t seen Danny that excited since we’d been sent to a food factory in out in the 
farmland of Zeeland and ended up getting to use their power washers to get rid of a small 
rodent infestation they’d had. By small I mean that they had a nest somewhere in a factory that 
contained twelve separate plants and they couldn’t use poison to get rid of the rat problem. So 
when we found out they were hiding in the ceiling under the break room and running between 
the break room and where they stored the fresh ground meats via an old vent that had been 



poorly sealed at both ends we had to find a unique solution. So I sat at the top in the break room 
with one hose running a gush of water and a second hose, the power washer, to push the rats 
back down the drain. Danny was, in his world, the lucky one who sat at the other end of the vent 
smashing away at the rats with a rusted iron pipe as they came out. I’d seen the aftermath of his 
bloodlust as was thankful that I had not had to play the role of grim reaper that day. Thankfully 
moments like that and this one were very far and very few between. 

“We ought to gas the house a bit,” Danny sad bating a few bees away. 
“Any more poison and I think they’ll keep it condemned when the bees are gone,” I 

replied, not wanting to go through the trouble of setting off the bug bombs in a building we’d 
already sprayed. 

“Ha! Ha! That’s a good one,” Danny moved to open the back door of the van. I stopped 
him. 

“You’ll let the bees in!” 
“We have to open the van eventually. Might as well do it now.” 
“We’ve got all day to do this job. That amount they paid for it we should at least wait and 

make sure most of them die.” 
“Oh they’re dead,” Danny opened the back door of the van and pulled out a duffle bag 

then quickly closed the door attempting to keep any bees from getting in, “There see. No bees.” 
“Yeah no bees until were a few miles away and you get stung again.” 
“Let’s hope not,” he said pulling out two tin containers. They were like little grenades that 

you set in a room then pulled the pin. You didn’t throw these ones. If you threw them they 
wouldn’t release the gas right. Although throwing them did sound like much more fun. Like we 
were soldiers in the war on bugs and rodents. Instead of the mobile Nazi gas chamber soldiers 
we more closely resembled. 

“You think bugs have souls?” I asked, not quite knowing where the question even came 
from. I’d wondered for a while. You kill enough of them and either you decide they don’t or you 
wonder. 

“Never thought about it,” Danny started off towards the house with two bug bombs in 
hand. They weren’t the good ones you used with a tent. They were the ones you used in 
basements when old ladies called you in and you didn’t find anything but they were sure they’d 
seen roaches. So you charged them extra for bombing it and told them it was better than you 
spraying but really the bomb didn’t make much difference. After you sprayed you were pretty 
much done. A house this small probably needed one bomb. Two was over kill but that was 
Danny’s style. 

He disappeared into the house for a few seconds then came back out slowly easing the 
door shut like he was a little kid sneaking out after dark. It was nearly ten am now and 
realistically all they needed to do for the day was wait a good four to five hours, all billable  of 
course, for the poison to dissipate or dry up or do whatever it did that made it ok for Danny and I 
to go in and just take out all the dead without protection. We might have been able to get away 
with three hours but with those bombs Danny set off we definitely had to give it a solid five. 
Maybe even six with how much I had sprayed. 

The buzzing in the house ramped up so that we could hear it loudly from the van. It was 
almost as bad as being in the house again. I guess I’d missed more bees than I thought. That or 
they were deeper in the walls than we guessed they could be. It's hard to see a swarm of bees 
from afar. Usually you have to be just about on top of them to really see their mass. That wasn’t 
the case that morning. From the door frame, the window frames, parts of the shingles, and from 
the little chimney came what looked like a living dust cloud only worse. It was all bees. They 
swarmed up above the house like a tornado and formed a dark living cloud. 



A car door closed, it was Danny getting in the van without me. The fucker. I went to get 
in and hit my head on the door frame. The mesh head cover had a long brim that caught on the 
door and I had to take it off to get in quickly. Danny already had his hat and breather off. 

I removed my breather as he turned us around and began to pull away. A short series of 
impacts that almost sounded like little stones bouncing off the side of the van followed them 
down the driveway but stopped as they reached the road. About a mile down the road we got 
out to look each other over and ensure we didn’t have any bees on us. Bar a few dead ones we 
were both clean. I swore I could still hear the buzzing but Danny told me I was being stupid like I 
was when I thought about bees having souls.  

He laughed at me and drove us down to an old burger joint about fifteen minutes away. 
We were halfway home which was tempting. But we had a job to do so after taking a good two 
hour lunch we drove about half way back to the house where Danny knew of a public park by a 
stream. When we had time the two of us liked to fish while we waited for the chemicals to do 
their magic. On a busy day we’d have to run around town trying to get to another appointment or 
maybe even two small ones but when we didn’t have to work we went fishing. Usually this only 
happened when we had to drive an hour or two out of our way. If we couldn’t fish we’d set 
alarms on our cell phones and park somewhere to naps or just play phone games. 

We were worried about the bee cloud when we went back. Hadn’t seen one of those 
before. Danny thought it was funny and joked that you really could never use enough poison. I 
wasn’t having as good of a time. I swear I heard the buzzing the whole time we were gone. I 
kept looking around for bees. I’d been tense for hours and my neck hurt from turning it side to 
side looking for bees. If I’d paid more attention maybe I’d have caught something while fishing. 
But I’d been so distracted I’d missed my bobber going down twice and let the fish get away with 
a snack. 

I was leery of entering the building but Danny was suited up and hopping inside ready to 
see the carnage before I was half dressed. 

“Wooo! Your gonna love it! Bees everywhere! All dead alright!” he yelled back.  
A sigh of relief was in order. I still wore my coveralls and mesh mask but Danny went 

without. Neither of us got stung and aside from the bees and some larva that’d stayed inside the 
hives we were able to sweep the bulk of them out the front door. Danny had commented that it 
smelled awful inside but I thought it was mostly must from the building being empty for a long 
time. Danny agreed but later said it had to be worse. That somewhere inside there was 
definitely a dead animal. At the end of the work day we had a good pile of bees. Too many to 
count. The front steps were covered in we’d sept out and the yard was littered with them. It was 
impressive. 

My wife tried to get me to make honey barbecue chicken that night but I didn’t want 
anything to do with honey. So we just had dry chicken with ketchup to dip it in. The kids liked 
that. The misses was a bit annoyed but then she had been annoyed since I started working. The 
wife didn’t like me going out without her. She was odd like that. She stayed at home with the 
kids all day and when I got home I just wanted to relax. But did I? No. I made dinner and I 
usually took out the trash. How we, only four people, filled a whole trash bag almost every day 
was beyond me. 

Still, I couldn’t shake the buzzing. It kept with me though the movie we watched with the 
kids during dinner and even in the night. I kept tossing about. I picked at my ears raw trying to 
remove the sound but it wouldn’t disappear. I searched the house, nothing. I looked around 
outside, nothing. I moved the ceiling panels, nothing. Only buzz, bizz, bozz, buzz. I got about 
one hour of sleep that night between the buzzing and the girls waking me up for water or being 
scared of the dark. 



That had been a good night. The following six nights were worse. It seemed that when I 
closed my eyes the buzzing intensified and I was growing irritable during the day. I snapped at 
Danny when he asked me to drive and later had to apologize to my wife for being a class A 
asshole about just nearly everything. But I wasn’t sleeping and like a three year old I was not to 
be trifled with without my naps. 

Danny mentioned hearing buzzing at his home every now and again since that day but 
nothing as intense as what I had experienced. It kinda felt like he was saying it to make fun of 
me but neither of us were laughing. I was hearing them everywhere. Even when I covered my 
ears. My doctor told me everything was fine and healthy in my head. The doc said I was 
probably stressed and just paranoid. I thought maybe I’d huffed some chemicals and wrecked 
my mind. 

The next month, I still heard the bees. Danny admitted to hearing them more as well. 
Daina had enough of my irritability and taken the girls away for the weekend to visit her mom in 
Saginaw so I could hopefully get some sleep. I’d been quite rude and in a fit of stress I’d broken 
my cell phone and a coffee pot. She left earlier that morning and I wasn’t one hundred percent 
sure she was coming back. Truthfully if her leaving stopped the buzzing it’d have been a fair 
trade. But it didn’t. The buzzing intensified. 

I was on the couch trying to sleep. The buzzing was in my head now not just in my ears. 
I was ready to get up and get a knife and stab my ears out. Then I felt a sting on my arm. A thick 
stinger stuck out from my skin. A bee stinger? But there was no bee attached to it. Nor was 
there one zipping through the dead air of the room. I was losing it. It wasn’t a bee stinger. It was 
in my head. 

Then another sting came. Followed by a third and fourth sting. I shot up and moved for 
the next room. That didn’t stop the stings. They came at me! Up my arms and across my neck 
like  a wave of angry air I was hit over and over by the phantasmal stingers. I moved to the 
shower. Surely they would not follow me in the water. I ran the shower and stood under it. Bees 
could not fly in water. The stinging stopped. 

The buzzing stopped. 
Was it over? Had I won? Had the phantom bees left me? No. I was breathing hard with 

my mouth open in the hot shower. My tongue swelled from the prick of a sting. Were these the 
ghosts of the fallen? Back to reap revenge? Another sting came in my nostrils. The buzzings 
began again. Louder now. I could feel them crawling on my skin. I could feel the flaps of their 
little wings before they stung me. Louder now. More buzzing. Louder now. Millions of bees. Only 
bees. Everything was bees. They were on my hands, my eyes, in my nose and mouth. I couldn’t 
close my mouth. They filled it and crawled down, down into my throat stinging as they went. 
Choking me. Drowning me in with their bodies. A kamikaze into my very own mouth. I gargled 
into the blackness as my throat swelled and my eyes rolled back. 

Then I ended up where they were. Lost in some ethereal world between worlds watching 
other lives their lives. It took me a while to realize what exactly had happened. At first I was sure 
that I’d gone mental and sat on the toilet just watching me body sit there. After a few days when 
my body started swell and by eyes had long since gone yellow I realized I truly was dead. 


